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Company: Trinamics

Location: Netherlands

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Introductie

What if you could play a pivotal role in bringing high-tech products from design to volume

manufacturing, shaping the future of technology with every step? At Trinamics, we're

seeking a skilled Manufacturing Engineer NPI (Mechanical Assembly) to join our team and

take on the challenge of ensuring seamless transitions from design to production.

Functieomschrijving

As a Manufacturing Engineer in the New Product Introduction (NPI) department, you'll be at

the forefront of transforming innovative designs into tangible products ready for the

market. Working within a multidisciplinary project team, you'll take on the technical

responsibility of defining the manufacturing strategy and ensuring the secure assembly

process. Your expertise will be crucial in supporting production to achieve and qualify

prototypes and pilots for volume manufacturing, while also serving as the technical liaison for

customer interactions.

Your role will encompass a range of critical tasks, including:

Providing Design for Excellence (DfX) input and actively participating in development teams,

both internal and external.

Ensuring the release and documentation of technical aspects through the Product

Generation Process (PGP).

Organizing and leading review meetings with customers and suppliers to address technical

issues and gain approval.
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Offering technical support to work preparation and assembly during prototype and pilot

production phases.

Wat verwachten we van jou?

To excel in this role, you should possess the following qualifications and attributes:

A technical bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering, Mechatronics, or a related field.

Minimum of 2 years of relevant work experience, preferably in industrial manufacturing and

engineering projects within high-tech machine construction.

Customer-oriented mindset with excellent communication skills in both Dutch and English.

Knowledge of production systems development and process control in production

environments, including process flow, PFMEA, and control plan.

Personal attributes such as precision, flexibility, and a proactive approach to problem-solving.

Proactive attitude with a decisive approach to tackling challenges head-on

Wat kun jij van ons verwachten?

The right candidate will be provided a challenging and varied position in a professional,

high-tech environment.

An appropriate salary based on your experience and education.

Future prospects and excellent benefits are evident.

After a period of secondment and functioning properly, you can be contracted by our client.

Good secondary conditions such as a minimum of 25 holidays and 8,33% holiday allowance.

Courses to develop yourself professionally and personally via Trinamics Academy.

Discount on your healthcare and referral bonusses and fun activities.

Certain pre-employment screening checks may be part of this vacancy procedure.
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